Media & Communications
Study Abroad Options

Media Arts and Communications are global enterprises. Information travels through seemingly infinite channels and touches every corner of the earth. History and culture often dictate a nation’s approach to how, when and where information is shared. Studying Abroad offers students a unique opportunity to experience these differences first-hand.

By stepping beyond the borders of the United States, students can witness and analyze the varying perspectives on media and communications, and experience the impact of more liberal approaches (as seen in Western Europe) or more conservative approaches (as seen in China). These variations are not only seen in print and broadcast news, but also in film, television, music, and more. Explore your many program options on this flyer, and talk to a Cornell Abroad advisor for more detailed program information.

LOCATION
• Universities and Programs in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, and Oceania

ELIGIBILITY
• Follow your College’s requirements
• Meet Program/University requirements

CORNELL APPROVAL DEADLINE
• October 1 for Spring
• March 1 for Fall & Academic Yr
• Some programs have early deadlines
Check for your program!

PROGRAM COSTS
• Varies by program, see website for more information
• Estimated budgets include bursared and out-of-pocket costs
• Financial aid available for Semester/Year programs

ADVICING
• See website for walk-in hours
• Individual Advising by appointment

*note-study in multiple countries and internships are not approved by Arts & Sciences. Check your College Policies at CUABROAD.CORNELL.EDU

www.cuabroad.cornell.edu

*See below for recommended programs. This is not an exhaustive list, nor a guarantee of major credit*

ASIA
• Cornell in East Asia, Yr in Japan, Korea & HK (inc. internship)
• Cornell in Nepal: Study Program (CNSP)
• Cornell in India: Nilgiris Field Learning Center (NFLC)
• CIEE: Tokyo, Japan; Seoul, Korea
• IES: Shanghai, Economy, Business & Society; Nanzen U.
• International Christian U. Tokyo
• SIT: Mongolia Geopolitics & Environment
• Syracuse: Hong Kong
• TEAN: Shanghai, Fudan U.
• Universities: U. of HK, HK Polytechnic; National University of Singapore (NUS); (Korea) Ewha, Seoul National, Yonsei

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND, SOUTH PACIFIC
• BU: Auckland Internship Program, Sydney Internship
• Universities: Melbourne, Queensland, James Cook U, Sydney, Tasmania, UNSW, U. of Wellington

EUROPE
• Cornell in Barcelona: CASA Consortium, Barcelona, Spain
• Cornell in Bologna: BCSP Program, Bologna, Italy
• Cornell in France: EDUCA, Paris, France
• Cornell in Berlin: BCGS Program, Berlin, Germany
• Cornell in Seville: CASA Program, Seville, Spain
• API: Croatia, Diplomancy & International Business; Madrid Spanish Language, Business & Humanities,
• Arcadia: London Internship, Dublin Internship
• Bard-Smolny: Russia
• CIEE: Amsterdam, Business; Barcelona Business & Culture; Palma de Mallorca Business & Tourism; Seville International Business & Culture; U. of Uppsala
• College Year in Athens
• DIS: Multiple programs
• BU: Burgos U. Spanish Studies
• BU: London Internship Program; Dublin Internship Program; Madrid Internship Program
• DIS: Copenhagen, European and Global Economics; International Business
• Hansard Scholars: Parliamentary Internship
• IES: Study London; StudyAmsterdam; Pre-Law Cert; Madrid
• IPSA-Butler: Trinity College Dublin
• Syracuse: Madrid
• Swedish Program
• Universities in England: Bristol, East Anglia, City (London), Goldsmith’s, King’s College London, Queen Mary, London School of Economics and Political Science, Nottingham, SOAS, Sussex, Warwick
• Universities in Ireland, Scotland, & Wales: Queen’s U. Belfast, Cardiff, U. College Dublin, Glasgow, St. Andrews, Limerick
• U. of Copenhagen
• CERGE-EI: Prague, Charles University - UPCES (Liberal Arts)

LATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN
• Cornell in Cuba: CASA Program, Havana, Cuba
• IFSA-Butler: Universities in Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Peru
• IES: Ecuador
• Minnesota: Ecuador, Studies in International Dev. (MSID)
• Middlebury: Universities in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay
• SIT: Nicaragua, Youth Culture, Literacy, & Media

MIDDLE EAST
• SIT: Morocco, Field Studies in Journalism & New Media